tendency towards merging the two fields -either under an expanded understanding of public international law (sometimes under the name of transnational law or process), 8 or as a publicisation of private international law. 9 At least, so it is argued, the relevance of public international law and the international order for private international law needs to be highlighted more. 10 This alleged tendency towards a merger, and towards prioritising public over private international law, emerges mostly from an expansion of public international law. Traditional public international law (at least since the 19th century) dealt with relations between countries and left the role of private actors to private international law. Now that multinational corporations and individuals have come into the focus of public international law, this distinction has become less clear. 11 Traditional public international law focused very much on international politics and left economic matters largely to private international law; today, international economic law has become a central feature of public international law. Traditional public international law was strictly international and therefore distinct from domestic private international law. Today, public international law is becoming domesticated, 12 and several different domestic variants of public international law emerge, as diverging views between the US Supreme Court and the German Constitutional Court regarding the impact of the Vienna Convention on Consular Relations show quite clearly. 13 Traditional public international law relied to a large extent on open concepts and on subtle and case-specific balancing of interests instead of formal and technical rules. Today's public international law rests more and more on technical language traditionally reserved to private international law.
Yet even if public international law is expanding, this expansion comes at the expense not of private international law but of the specific public character of public international law. 14 Privatisation and the growing importance of private actors present a challenge to public international law. By contrast, we should expect a boost for private international law.
This makes it attractive to look to a country in which the distinction between private and public international law is still quite intact: Germany. Although almost all German academics today have been exposed to foreign experience and many have pursued higher-level academic studies in other countries (most frequently the United States or England), theirs remains, mostly, a specifically German perspective. This perspective is especially interesting because, as Klaus Schurig makes clear in this book, 15 the distinction between private and public law, considered passé in many other systems, is still central to German legal thought. 16 That distinction exists not only in domestic law, but also in international law. Public and private international law are strictly separate disciplines; the last German professor officially entitled to teach both and having published widely in both (at least according to the introduction to the book under review), 17 Wilhelm Wengler (whose estate subsidised the conference leading to the book under review), passed away more than ten years ago. 18 Public and private voices are brought together rarely, except under the aegis of the German Society of International Law, 19 which produces annually a book in which public and private international lawyers address the same issues from the perspectives of their respective disciplines. 20 This excellent new collection of essays deserves attention, because it brings this specifically German dual perspective to the issues at stake. Edited by a private international lawyer (Stefan Leible) and a public international lawyer (Matthias Ruffert), it assembles a great portion of the leading German authorities on public and private international law, respectively. The editors wisely assigned several topics to one private and one public international law expert. Comparison of the respective disciplinary views reveals stark differences; 21 the combination shows that any assumed amalgam of public and private international law would internally still be quite heterogeneous. At the same time, because all authors are German academics, the book provides us with specifically German views.
The book combines 13 essays on various topics, and not all of them concern specifically private or public international law. Instead of addressing them in the order of the book, this review will therefore try to place the German answers within more general debates on three issues. The first issue concerns the degree to which public international law determines private international law rules between states. The second issue is whether the role of the individual, as expressed especially in human rights, has an impact on private international law. The third issue, finally, concerns the private/public mix of the global economy. Are private and public international law merging within international economic law? How is the distinction between these two legal areas affected by the increasing role of states as market participants? On the basis of these three issues, we can address the general question: is private international law being publicised, or are we observing a return of the private?
B. PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW DUTIES TOWARDS FOREIGN COUNTRIES
To what extent does public international law determine the content of private international law? In the United States, although choice of law for international conflicts is part of the Restatement of Foreign Relations Law, the relevant rules restate US practice on choice of law rather than public international law. In other countries, there is mostly agreement that public international law places minimal, if any, restraints on private international law. In this volume, Karl Heinz Ziegler treats the history, Heinz-Peter Mansel the current state of views. They show that, at least from a German perspective, the role of traditional public international law in this regard is very limited; but rules focused on individuals, especially human rights rules, may well become more important.
Customary International Law
Attempts to develop a public international law of allocation of jurisdiction, including jurisdiction to prescribe, were popular in Germany around the turn of the 19th century (Zitelmann, Frankenstein) and have more recently been revived by a public international lawyer (Albert Bleckmann). 22 These attempts have been unsuccessful, as Hans Peter Mansel shows in a very rich study of the relationship between a domestic understanding of choice of law and public international law. 23 First, there is no common state practice except for the most unproblematic cases. 24 Violations of accepted choice-of-law principles do not yield diplomatic protests; at best, the resulting decisions are denied recognition. 25 Any attempt to be more specific must therefore be axiomatic, as was indeed the case for Zitelmann's theory. Second, such an idea can rarely lead to rules of the necessary specificity. 26 At best, it results in the vacuous finding that each state must have a regime to deal with private international law questions. This finding is fatal also to the idea of "dédoublement", presented especially by Scelle, that domestic rules on private international law are at heart international law norms, mirrored in domestic law that thereby becomes an executor of public international law. 27 The most important restraint arising from customary international law is the genuine link requirement, established by the International Court of Justice to justify the exercise of jurisdiction. 28 Walter Wheeler Cook showed as early as 1942 that such a criterion rarely leads to meaningful restraints. 29 Alexander Makarov had reached a similar conclusion three years earlier. 30 Mansel, in a very careful and generous analysis, comes largely to the same result, at least for areas of traditional private law. The criterion is both too broad and too vague to yield private international law rules. 31 At best, the criterion results in a multitude of countries having jurisdiction; it says nothing about the role of private international law in deciding which of these countries' laws should apply. It is hard to imagine a rule of private international law using a connecting factor more ephemeral than what is required by public international law.
Comity
The more prominent foundation for the obligation to apply foreign laws has always been comity. 32 Although Dicey famously called it "a singular specimen of confusion of thought produced by laxity of language", 33 it still plays an important role in Anglo-American conflicts thinking. The US Supreme Court uses it frequently as its basis for international cases -although comity, enigmatically defined in a leading decision as "neither a matter of absolute obligation, on the one hand, nor of mere courtesy and good will, upon the other", 34 provides hardly any clear guidelines. 35 In England, where choice of law is now mostly based on specific rules, comity plays a limited role as a restriction especially for service out of the jurisdiction, for anti-suit injunctions and for Mareva injunctions. 36 In Germany, a public concept of comity plays hardly any role today, except perhaps to express a generally friendly attitude towards foreign law. 37 Karl-Heinz Ziegler, in his contribution as a historian of public international law, pleads for a greater role for comity in private international law. 38 However, when he suggests viewing Savigny's use of the concept of comity in relation to views on public international law of the time, 39 he underestimates the fundamental shift in the nature of the concept as espoused by Joseph Story and by Friedrich Carl von Savigny. 40 Story had defined private international law as a subdiscipline of international law, 41 and connections to public international law and/or federalism were always important in his work. This understanding of comity as concerning relations between governments established private international law as a discipline of conflicts between different governments, and thereby lent itself nicely to 20th-century conceptions of conflict of laws as conflicts of governmental interests, at heart very much a public law conception of conflict of laws. Savigny, by contrast, came not from international law but from private law. His treatise on private international law was written merely as the eighth and final volume of his magnum opus on Roman (private) law. 42 The questions to which Savigny responds are questions of private law, especially of the reach (over space and time) of private law rules. Because private law is, in Savigny's conception, distinct from the will of any legislator, private international law has little to do with the mutual respect between sovereigns. Instead, comity signifies, for Savigny, a "recognized community of different nations". 43 To quote Kegel, "The 'völker-rechtliche Gemeinschaft' was not a community of international law, but a legal community of peoples.' 44 This led to a fundamental difference in conception, not only of comity but also of private international law. The end of private international law for Story is a situation of mutual respect and harmony between states; for Savigny it is "an international common law of nations", a "universal customary law". 45 Story expects agreement between states over allocation of lawmaking capacity; Savigny expects a trend towards substantive harmonisation of laws. Story maintains the international law character of private international law; with Savigny, for the first time, private international law is truly privatised. 46 This distinction of concepts is thus of crucial importance. Many of the differences between US and, especially, continental private international law can be explained by this decisive move in the 19th century. More importantly, in an age of decreasing relevance of the state and increasing attention to private matters, Savigny's civil society April requires a lex loci delicti rule to ensure that no discrimination between local and foreign market participants ensues. 62 The ultimate consequence of such arguments would be that the relevant market would provide the only permissible connecting factor for rules of private international law. 63 Although such extreme developments seem unlikely at this stage, their consideration shows how the centre of the debate has shifted. The development in globalisation away from state sovereignty and towards markets is matched by the relevance of public international law to private international law. State sovereignty, classical public international law, has lost its importance. By contrast, market-related rules of public international law have a potential impact on private international law that is so far underappreciated.
C. PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW DUTY TOWARDS INDIVIDUALS
The move from states to markets is also a move from states to individuals and their rights. Public international law rules on rights can play a role in private international law in two conceptions: the private law conception of acquired or vested rights, and the broader conception of human rights. The first one has long been more prominent; the second one is gaining ground.
Acquired Rights
Public international law has historically required countries to recognise rights, especially property rights, acquired under foreign law. For some time, such an idea was translated directly into private international law. The vested rights theory, prominent for some time under legal systems as different as those of France, England and the United States, provided the basis for private international law: courts were required to enforce rights acquired under a foreign law. That theory is dead -"brutally murdered" in the United States, 64 gently edited out of later editions from the leading textbook in England. 65 By then the theory had long been rejected in Germany by Wächter and Savigny. 66 As a consequence, it never gained ground and is mentioned in this book merely in passing. 67 Narrowly understood, the theory no longer plays a role. However, as I have argued elsewhere, it has been reborn in the European Union in the form of a country-of-origin principle. 68 The idea behind this principle is that a market participant who complies with the rules of its home state thereby acquires, metaphorically speaking, a privilege (a "vested right") that it can ask to be enforced anywhere else where it does business. This is relevant in the European Union (although, for the moment, a country-of-origin principle has been deleted from the important services directive.) A European country-of-origin principle may have to be extended to third-country domiciliaries as a consequence of most-favoured-nation clauses, as Mankowski shows. 69 Under general public international law, a similar concept does not exist. A country-of-origin rule is part, however, of certain specific conventions like the Berne Convention. Rules of origin under WTO law play a different role; they define the country of origin, but they do not defer to that country's laws.
Human Rights
If the role of acquired rights in this area is thus limited, the role of innate rights may be huge. This at least is the fascinating thesis of Erik Jayme. Jayme, in his contribution on the history of public and private international law, avoids almost all reference to the usual themes of comity. Instead, starting with Kant, 70 he views the most important link between public and private international law in human rights as a basis of specifically private international law. 71 Most importantly, human rights require states to recognise foreign citizens as humans. For a long time, the relevant rights were those of citizenship and nationality, which provided a link between public and private international law. More recently, as he reports, supranational human rights have played a greater role. Jayme's position is not uncontested; it is countered in Germany by that of Christian von Bar, April 2008 Journal of Private International Law 131 who argues against human rights as foundation and limit of private international law. 72 What exactly is the role of human rights in private international law? Part of their role is to provide the basis of a public policy exception against odious foreign law, discussed in the contribution by Andreas Spickhoff. 73 Spickhoff rightly argues that it would be neither appropriate nor necessary to view the exception itself as originating in international law. 74 (Whether the situation is different for European public policy is another matter.) 75 Instead, because human rights are integrated into domestic German law, they play an important role in determining the content of the domestic public policy exception. Of course, this leads to an ambiguous result regarding the relevance of public international law: public international law plays a role only insofar as it represents domestic law, and only as an exception to, and not a foundation of, the ordinary determination and application of the applicable law. 76 But human rights are not only an exception to the application of "normally" applicable law, they can also become the basis for its determination. Jayme briefly discusses how the European Court of Justice has invoked rules against discrimination in the law of family names. 77 This could eventually make it necessary to replace nationality as a connecting factor by habitual residence (and would thereby create a late victory for Savigny over Mancini's openly political private international law). An even bigger role for human rights would emerge if party autonomy could be based on them, as the International Law Institute held in a 1991 resolution. 78 Within the European Union, such ideas have already gained some prominence. 79 It remains to be seen whether this would be asking too much of human rights. But it is worth noting that this alleged rise in the importance of public international law actually represents a decline in its traditional role as law between states. The abolition of nationality (as defined by states) and the constraints towards state-based limitations on party determination of law reduce the impact of public international law as a law between nations. The rise of human rights as a basis of private international law suggests a rise of the private, at the cost of the public. It is not clear that this concept of human rights is necessarily a public one at all. (The same is true for citizenship. Karen Knop shows how the citizenship concept as used and established within private international law should be viewed as a private form of citizenship. 80 ) Today, the site of human rights is usually sought in treaties between nations; this is what justifies their character as public international law. But the historical notion of human rights as prior to states suggests they are better placed beyond the distinction of public and private -they are rights against states, but they also permeate private relations (as discussions on the UK Human Rights Act have made quite clear 81 ). Ironically, the increasing role of human rights in private international law restricts the freedom of states at large, and therefore reduces the role of the international system of states, and of traditional public international law, to private international law. The more private international law focuses on the individual and his rights, the less room remains for relations between states.
D. INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC LAW: A MERGER OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE?
If there is one area in which it may appear obvious that public and private international law must merge, this is the area of economic law. 82 On the one hand, participants in global markets are subject to rules from both public and private international law, so a full picture of the relevant law would have to address both. On the other hand, states as market participants are increasingly subject to rules of private rather than public international law, so the same merger seems unavoidable. It is one of the most fascinating aspects of this book that it shows up the problems with such a view.
International Economic Law
In a central essay in this book, Klaus Schurig addresses the question of whether there is methodological convergence or divergence between public and private international law -especially, but not exclusively, in international economic law. 83 His answer may be surprising to outsiders to the German discourse: 84 Schurig sees neither convergence nor divergence but complete separation. Public and private international law concern different questions and use different methods. International economic law is for him a conglomerate of very diverse rules -an interesting field of study, but not a discipline. (Unfortunately, the parallel study in this book by a public international lawyer, Albrecht Weber's study on the tension between markets and social welfare as goals of international economic law, does not address this question and instead focuses only on public international law. 85 ) Schurig's view (which is not unanimously shared in Germany) must be understood against a German background. Since the beginning of the last century, the concepts of "economic law" and "international economic law" have often been used to challenge the traditional German distinction between private and public law and replace it with a functional differentiation of different legal systems. 86 By denying a separate sphere of private law, such attempts have usually been coupled with a stronger emphasis on the regulatory aspects of law. Such an understanding of law is very much in a accordance with US thinking about the law, 87 but does not chime so well, as Schurig makes clear, with traditional German systematic thinking. 88 Public international lawyers may be happy to treat private international law as an annex to their own discipline. From a private international law perspective, this does not do justice to the specific character of choice-of-law rules.
As a former student of Schurig, I may be considered biased in his favour. But it appears that a view that keeps private and public international law apart, for analytical purposes, holds huge advantages. Only a separation enables us to recognise the technical and methodological differences between private and public international law. If indeed public and private international law work as functional equivalents, this is all the more reason to keep them apart in the analysis to get a clearer understanding of how exactly the law deals with specific problems, how public relates to private within the combined regulation.
The attack on the distinction tends to confuse analytical separation with substantive results, assuming that such a distinction by necessity implies a stronger position for the private. This assumption is unwarranted, as can be observed in another contribution to the book. Eberhard Eichenhofer asks whether social standards that are based in public international law can be protected better through private international law or through (public) unified law. 89 The question makes it clear that the tension between individual and common interests is not the same as that between private and public international law: private international law may well protect common interests (or at least the interests of the weaker party); public international law may be used to protect individual interests. Unfortunately, Eichenhofer appears to assume that private international law would be denatured if the designation of the applicable law is based on protective interests instead of the closest connection. Under such a view, his result -unified law is superior -is almost unavoidable. But modern private international law has long acknowledged protection of weaker parties as a legitimate goal, even within a Savignyan paradigm.
In addition, specific methods of conflict of laws have been developed for social security law, as discussed briefly by Eichenhofer, 90 and more generally for administrative law, discussed in this book by Christoph Ohler. 91 Ohler argues that conflicts rules for administrative law (including the possibility of applying foreign law) are necessarily different from those for private law (though they can derive inspiration from the latter). His view that foreign public law poses special problems is of course not confined to Germany, 92 nor is it incorrect as such. However, it seems that the essential difference between private international law and international administrative law is overrated (just as, some 100 years ago, the desire in Germany to establish substantive administrative law as essentially different from substantive private law was not upheld for long). Ohler postulates two relevant differences between both: first, private international law presumes equivalence of legal orders (while international administrative law does not); second, private international law assumes conflicts (while international administrative law frequently acts in situations with no conflicts). Both differences seem exaggerated -equivalence of legal orders in the abstract way in which it underlies private international law is a postulate also of public international law; conflicts are no more defining of private international law than of other disciplines. This is not meant to minimise the differences that remain. But it seems that a system of conflicts rules for administrative law is more similar to a conflicts system for private law rules than it is similar to public international law. In this sense, the development of conflicts rules for areas outside of private law as a field signifies a rise of private international law as a method.
The State in the Economy
The distinction between public and private international law becomes especially problematic where the state is involved as an actor in economic transactions. While those transactions are structurally similar to those among private actors, the state is at the same time protected and constrained by its role as a sovereign subject.
Public international law accounts for this situation by confining certain doctrines to situations where the state acts as a sovereign. Oliver Dörr analyses one such doctrine, state immunity. 93 After discussing the doctrine in public international law, he finds that private international law, especially the law of recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments, can accommodate immunity -either within a public policy exception, or, between EU Member States, through limitations in the scope of application of the Brussels Regulation. This much should be uncontroversial. The European Convention on State Immunity goes even further and excludes, in its Article 23, all enforcement except where the defendant state has consented to it. But the impression that state immunity will usually trump private international law is in tension with the tendency, described by Dörr, towards restricting state immunity -for commercial acts, 94 for liability for torture 95 -and thereby reopening issues of private international law. When the US Supreme Court decided, in its Altmann decision, that Austria could not claim immunity against a claim to return five Klimt paintings expropriated during the Nazi era to the descendants of the owner, state immunity was only the first issue. 96 The court did not touch on a number of difficult questions regarding the applicable law, including the problem of whether defendant states should be allowed to rely on their own rules of law in defending claims. 97 Choice-of-law issues must likewise result where redress is granted to torture victims, since international law treaties do not themselves provide the necessary details of such claims.
Problems of private international law are also lurking in the background of the topic of sovereign state insolvency, discussed by Christian Tietje in this book as problems involving public and private international law. 98 Cases before German courts involving Argentina show this mixture clearly. When Argentina defaulted on its debts, it had waived its sovereign immunity and acceded to the application of German law and the exclusive jurisdiction of courts in Frankfurt. The cases that arose looked very much like ordinary private law cases in many ways. The main remaining question -whether Argentina could invoke its own moratorium and its financial situation against the claim -creates problems for private and public international law. From a private international law perspective, the question was whether the Argentinian moratorium rules should become applicable as "internationally mandatory rules". From a public international law perspective, the question was whether Argentina could rely on a state of necessity, perhaps based on Article 25 of the Draft Articles on State Responsibility for Wrongful Acts. Both alternatives are unsatisfactory, because they would not enable debt restructuring as the most promising solution.
Tietje argues that issues like that of sovereign debt necessarily combine public and private international law, and that insufficient attention has been paid to arbitral awards in the area. 99 However the solution he sees as most promising is one of pure private international law: collective action clauses, terms in the lending contracts in which creditors and debtor states agree on restructuring procedures. This is a complex attempt to recreate, entirely on the basis of individual contracts, an insolvency procedure like that provided, domestically, by states. The result is a situation that can be mastered entirely through private international law: the respective contracts will be enforceable, and state interests and state necessity are no longer relevant criteria in the analysis. Whether this is desirable or not, in essence it looks like a clear victory of private over public international law, and of private over public ordering.
E. THE RETURN OF THE PRIVATE
This overview of themes and perspectives may be partial and unrepresentative. Nonetheless, it should suffice to put into doubt the thesis that public international law is gaining ground over private international law. State interests in public international law are becoming unimportant: general public international law places hardly any constraints on private international law, comity as a basis of private international law is no longer a public international law concept, and treaties as a traditional means of choice-of-law unification are giving ground to restatement approaches. Trade law has an impact, but its focus is on protecting private actors' right of access to markets, not state interests. Indeed, if individual interests -human rights, citizenship -have a growing impact, it is doubtful whether they are truly public concepts. International economic law is turning towards private agreements and private international law, not public international law.
These developments suggest not only a shift in the hierarchy between the individual and the state -a shift that public international law has long acknowledged and accommodated. They suggest also a shift away from the balancing of interests that is typical of public international law towards the technical character of private international law. The restructuring of sovereign debt is perhaps the clearest example for this development. General invocations of sovereignty and of political interests with no clear definition are giving ground to exact and rigid rules. In this sense, the thesis that public and private international law are necessarily merging is not substantiated. Instead, private international law is expanding its scope.
Private international law cannot remain unchanged in this process. If it is supposed to master many more tasks than those assigned to it by Savigny, whose thinking still permeates German discussions on private international law, it will have to learn from public international law, if only because many of its new tasks were formerly those of public international law. Many contributions in this book show that such learning processes are going on. In the end, this learning experience may present the biggest influence of public on private international law. That such a learning experience can be had from the book before us is its great achievement.
